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Abstract. Ontology-based Data Access (OBDA) is concerned with pro-
viding end-users and applications with a way to query legacy databases
through a high-level ontology that models both the business logic and
the underlying data sources. The bridge between the ontology and the
data sources is addressed by mappings that define how to express records
of the database as ontological assertions. In this research, we are con-
cerned with providing with tools for performing OBDA with relational
and non-relational data sources. We developed a tool, which nowadays
is in a prototypical state, that is able to access an H2 database, allowing
the user to explicitly formulate mappings, and populating an ontology
that can be saved for later querying. In this paper, we report on the ad-
vances we have made on the development of such a tool, which includes
adding the functionality of creating, loading, saving a global ontology
that can be populated with a database. Also the system allows the user
to visually express mappings from the database to the ontology and the
ability of creating databases for testing the behavior of the system in the
presence of increasing workloads. The tests we performed indicate that
the system is able to handle a moderate workload of tables of tens of
thousands of records but fails to handle tables of millions of records.
Keywords. Ontology-based data access, Ontologies, Description Logics,
Web Ontology Language, Relational databases.
1 Introduction
Ontology-based Data Access (OBDA) [1, 2] is concerned with providing end-
users and applications with a way to query legacy databases through a high-level
ontology that models both the business logic and the underlying data sources.
Modern knowledge-based applications have replaced the representation of busi-
ness logic by using a high-level representation of the business intelligence which
is decoupled from the application code. This allows for improved flexibility. In
Semantic Web applications [3], the business intelligence is represented by on-
tologies expressed in the Web Ontology Language 2 (OWL 2) [4]. Briefly, an
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ontology is a logical theory formed by a collection of concepts and roles and
also a set of concept and role assertions [5]. The relationship holding among
the concepts and roles in the ontology are described in terms of inclusion and
equality axioms. Ontologies used to represent business logic are then used by
ontology reasoners to draw conclusions. The conclusions that can be got include
making explicit the implicit terminology of concepts defined by the ontology,
determining if a certain individual is a member of a concept, or determining if
two individuals are related through a role, determining if a concept is subsumed
by other concept, or if a role is subsumed by other role.
Thus, the classic OBDA architecture is composed of a global database, a
legacy database and a bridge between the ontology and the database. The bridge
between the ontology and the data sources is addressed by mappings that de-
fine how to express records of the database as ontological assertions. Relational
databases are comprised of relations (tables), that in term are defined by data
schemas, which define the names and domains of table attributes as well as any
integrity constraints that might apply to them, and are composed of records.
Ontologies, on the other hand, are composed of axioms, and concept and roles
assertions. The mappings define how to populate the ontology in terms of the
elements of the database. Basically, the concept and role fillers are defined by
SQL queries that indicate how to populate them. Notice that in the case of hav-
ing several databases, a federation system can be used that allows to see the set
of databases as a unified database. In this work, however, we will not take this
possibility into account.
In this research, we are concerned with providing with tools for perform-
ing OBDA with relational and non-relational data sources. Several tools have
been developed by other research groups (see for instance [6–9] that we reviewed
in [10]). Some of those tools are closed-source while others are open-source, some
are downloadable and can be used as stand-alone applications or as program-
ming libraries. While many times they are a good starting point for building
applications, many times they are not flexible enough. In that regard, we are
developing a tool, which nowadays is in a prototypical state, that is able to ac-
cess an H2 database, allowing the user to explicitly formulate mappings, and
populating an ontology that can be saved for later querying and visualization.
See [11, 10] for previous reports on the functionality of the application and its
prospective application areas.
In this paper, we report on the advances we have made on the development
of such a tool. In particular, we have added a form that allows end-users to
fully specify in a high-level manner the nature of mappings and by writing SQL
queries as well. We also added a module that allows to test how our application
behaves in the presence of increasing demands. We assume that the reader has
a basic knowledge of Description Logics (DL) [12], relational databases [13] and
the Web Ontology Language [4].
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sect. 2, we briefly recapitu-
late the concepts associated with materializing ontologies from tables. In Sect. 3,
we present a novel development in the system that allows a na¨ıve user to define
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a mapping from tables to ontologies in a visual manner. In Sect. 4, we show
an empirical evaluation of the performance of the prototype creating tables and
ontologies. In Sect. 5, we review related work. In Sect. 6, we conclude and foresee
future work.
2 Materialization of OWL Ontologies from Relational
Databases
Materializing an OWL ontology from a relational database requires exporting
the database contents as a text file in OWL format. For doing this, we need to ex-
port the schema information of each table as Tbox axioms and the instance data
of the tables as Abox assertions. Here, we review the formalization for exporting
database relations as ontologies as we presented it in [10] according to the di-
rections given by [1, 14]. Building an ontology from a database requires creating
at least a class CT for every table T , and for every attribute a of domain d in
T we need two inclusion DL axioms CT  ∃a and ∃a−  d. Primary key values
ki serve the purpose of establishing the membership of individuals to classes as
DL Abox asssertions of the form CT (CT#k
j). For indicating that aj is the value
of attribute a, we will use a role expression of the form CT#a(CT#k
j , CT#a
j).
When it is clear from context, we might drop the prefix CT# for simplifying our
notation. A foreign key fk in table T1 referencing a primary key field in table
T2 will also require to add two Tbox axioms CT1  ∃ref fk and ∃ref fk−  CT2
and an Abox assertion ref fk(kj , fkt) for expressing that the individual named
kj in CT1 is related to the individual named fk
t in CT2 . Besides, in any case,
if we want to consider a subset of a table for its mapping into an ontology, we
might define an SQL query that will act as an SQL filter. In this work, we will
only deal with the translation of single tables into OWL, as defined next (for
details see [10]):
Definition 1 (Mapping of a table with a single primary key). Let T be a
table with schema T (k, a1, . . . , an) and instance {(k1, a11, . . . , a1n), . . . , (km, am1 , . . . ,
amn )}. To map T into a DL terminology T , we have to create a class T and for
each attribute ai of domain Di we have to add two axioms: T  ∃ai, indicating
that every T has an attribute ai, and ∃a−i  Di, meaning that the domain of ai
is Di. The assertional box A for T will contain {T (k1), . . . , T (km)}. Given a key
value kj, j = 1, . . . ,m, for every attribute ai, i = 1, . . . , n, of the schema and
instance value aji (i.e. the value of i-th attribute of the j-th individual), produce
a property ai(k
j , aji ).
Example 1. Consider a table for representing people with schema
Person(personID, name, sex, birthDate,weight)
and instance as in Fig. 1. This table is created by the SQL script presented in
Fig. 2.
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personID name sex birthDate weight
1 John true 2010-01-01 100.0
2 Mary false 2009-01-01 60.0
Fig. 1. Relational instance of the table Person
create table "Person" (
"personID" int unsigned not null auto_increment primary key,
"name" varchar(20) not null,
"sex" boolean,
"birthDate" date,
"weight" real,
);
insert into "Person"("name", "sex", "birthDate", "weight") values (’John’, true, ’2010-01-01’, 100.0);
insert into "Person"("name", "sex", "birthDate", "weight") values (’Mary’, false, ’2009-01-01’, 60.0);
Fig. 2. SQL script for creating the table Person
The table Person is interpreted in Description Logics according to Def. 1, as
Σ = (T ,A) where:
T =
⎧⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎩
Person  ∃personID, ∃personID−  Integer,
Person  ∃name, ∃name−  String,
Person  ∃sex, ∃sex−  Boolean,
Person  ∃birthDate, ∃birthDate−  Date,
Person  ∃weight, ∃weight−  Real
⎫⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎭
and
A =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩
Person(Person#1), personID(Person#1, 1),
name(Person#1, John), sex(Person#1, true),
birthDate(Person#1, 2001-01-01), weight(Person#1, 100.0),
Person(Person#2), personID(Person#2, 2),
name(Person#2,Mary), sex(Person#2, false),
birthDate(Person#2, 2009-01-01), weight(Person#2, 60.0)
⎫⎪⎪⎪⎬
⎪⎪⎪⎭
.
Description Logic ontologies are implemented in the OWL language, which
includes an XML serialization which we partially present in Fig. 3 by showing
the representation for John.
3 Visual Mapping Specification
The specification of the mappings for obtaining a the fillers of concept from a
table is usually a complex matter for na¨ıve end-users. Remember that a mapping
is basically a SQL query that defines how the fillers of concept, property or role
are computed in terms of the contents of a database. When there is no support
for composing mappings, the user has to write such SQL from scratch. We believe
that adding support for building the mappings will improve the user experience
of a prospective user of OBDA technology.
With the idea of providing support to end-users in their quest of creating
concepts for populating ontologies from database contents, we created a module
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<owl:Class rdf:about="http://cs.uns.edu.ar/~sag#Person"/>
<!-- http://cs.uns.edu.ar/~sag/Person/personid=1 -->
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://cs.uns.edu.ar/~sag/Person/personid=1">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cs.uns.edu.ar/~sag#Person"/>
<Person:birthDate rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#dateTime">
2010-01-01T00:00:00</Person:birthDate>
<Person:name rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#string">John</Person:name>
<Person:personID rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#integer">1</Person:personID>
<Person:sex rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#boolean">true</Person:sex>
<Person:weight rdf:datatype="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema#double">100.0</Person:weight>
</owl:NamedIndividual>
Fig. 3. Part of the OWL code for the definition of the class Person
that allows to visually specify a mapping from a table. The module retrieves the
tables from the database, and allows to select a table. Once the table is selected,
its fields can be selected too. The user can then introduce what conditions each
field of the table has to satisfy. Besides, one field (usually the key field of the
table) has to be selected to fill the concept. The module then will automatically
generate the SQL filter for filling the concept by extracting the records from the
table, and will also add a subclass axiom to the ontology.
Example 2. Consider again the table Person from Ex. 1 and suppose that some
user of the system wants to define the concept “heavy, young, male individual”.
Suppose also that the user models a heavy individual as somebody who weighs
at least a hundred kilograms, a young individual as someone who was born af-
ter 2001, and a male individual as someone of male sex. People of male sex are
codified as having the column named sex as true while females are codified as
false. Although this is a trivial example, it shows the complexities that run into
database modeling that produce a degradation of the representation of the world
and that are unretrievable afterwards. The user will then visually specify the con-
ditions for an individual to be a member of the concept YoungHeavyMalePerson
in a form like the one presented in Fig. 4. Notice how the user specifies which
database field corresponds to the key (i.e. the name of the individuals), in this
case personID. In turn, the system will generate a SQL query as follows:
SELECT "Person"."personID" FROM "Person"
WHERE "Person"."birthDate" >= ’2001-01-01’
AND "Person"."weight" >= 100 AND "Person"."sex" = true
After the execution of the query that will compute the individuals that fill the
concept, the system will add to the current ontology the triples expressing that
those individuals are the fillers of the concept YoungHeavyMalePerson. Besides,
in order to relate this concept to its superconcept, the axiom
YoungHeavyMalePerson  Person
will be added to the current ontology as well.
This will lead to the situation presented in Fig. 5. The new class YoungHeavyMalePerson
is defined as a subclass of Person and John, whose personID role is “1” becomes
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Fig. 4. Visual concept specification of the concept YoungHeavyMalePerson
a member of YoungHeavyMalePerson. Notice also that no new individuals are
defined as John is already present in the ontology because he is a Person. In this
sense, we adhere to the unique name assumption as much as we can although
this is not required by the formalism. Also notice how the intensional definition
of the concept is lost in the ontology (other than being a subclass of Person) and
only its extension is maintained in the ontology (as the set of its fillers).
Person
YoungHeavyMalePerson
p1:YoungHeavyMalePerson
John, who has personID=1, is an instance of
YoungHeavyMalePerson because he was born
after 2001, weights at least 100kg and is a male
 instanceOf 
Fig. 5. Situation arisen by specifying a subclass of Person named
YoungHeavyMalePerson
Another feature that the current version of the system includes is the possi-
bility of specifying a subclass by means of an explicit SQL query.
Example 3. Continuing Ex. 2, the concept FemalePerson (which defines a subset
of the table Person formed by women) is specified by means of the SQL query:
select "personID" from "Person" where "sex" = false
This can be done by using the form presented in Fig. 6. Notice the additional
OWL code in the ontology generated by out tool which is presented in Fig. 7
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expressing that a female person is a person (i.e. FemalePerson  Person is an
axiom in the ontology) and that Mary is both a female person and a person (i.e.
FemalePerson(Mary) and Person(Mary) are assertions in the ontology).
Fig. 6. Specification of the subclass FemalePerson of Person by a SQL query
<owl:Class rdf:about="http://cs.uns.edu.ar/~sag#FemalePerson">
<rdfs:subClassOf rdf:resource="http://cs.uns.edu.ar/~sag#Person"/>
</owl:Class>
...
<owl:NamedIndividual rdf:about="http://cs.uns.edu.ar/~sag/FemalePerson=2">
<rdf:type rdf:resource="http://cs.uns.edu.ar/~sag#FemalePerson"/>
...
</owl:NamedIndividual>
Fig. 7. Portion of OWL code for introducing subconcept FemalePerson
4 Experimental Evaluation
We now discuss some of the tests we have performed in order to test how our
application handles increasing demands in database size. The performance of
our system is affected mainly by the fact that we chose to materialize tables
as triples (i.e. class membership, property and roles assertions) and also by
three factors: (i) the system is implemented in the JAVA programming language;
(ii) the database management system that we use is H21, and, (iii) the handling
of the global ontology is done via the OWL API [15, 16].
Our tests were conducted on an ASUS notebook having an Intel Core i7,
3.5GHz CPU, 8GB RAM, 1TB HDD, Windows 10. They involved the creation
of simple databases composed by a single table containing 100 fields of text type
filled with an increasing number of records. Table 1 summarizes our results.
1 See http://www.h2database.com.
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Table 1. Running times for ontology generation
Number of
records
Database
file size in
Megabytes
Time for creat-
ing the ontology
in seconds
Size of the
ontology in
Megabytes
Time for loading the
ontology from disk in
seconds
1,000 0.80 1.029 8.65 4.014
10,000 8.82 5.345 87.26 15.106
100,000 98.11 66.48 19,053.36 out of memory error
1,000,000 1,080.60 out of memory
error
- -
As it can be seen, our implementation starts having problems at tables with
100,000 records; although an ontology can be generated and saved to the disk,
when we try to load the ontology we saved previously, we get an error inside
the code of the OWL API, indicating that that library cannot handle such a
data load. When running a test for creating a database of a million records, the
H2 database produces an error (which is understandable as it is maintained in
RAM). Therefore, we conclude that our application can only handle tables with
a size tens of thousands records and is not able of handling tables of a hundred
thousand records. Because of this limitation, we think that we will be forced to
use query-rewriting techniques [1] for delegating the evaluation of queries to the
database management system instead of the ontology management library.
5 Related Work
With ViziQuer, Cerans et al. [17] provide an open source tool for web-based cre-
ation and execution of visual diagrammatic queries over RDF/SPARQL data.
The tool supports the data instance level and statistics queries, providing visual
counterparts for most of SPARQL 1.1 select query constructs, including aggre-
gation and subqueries. A query environment can be created over a user-supplied
SPARQL endpoint with known data schema. ViziQuer provides a visual interface
for expressing user queries in SPARQL posed against an ontology. In contrast,
we provide the user with an interface for describing subclass expressions and in-
clusion axioms by means of restrictions imposed on records of a relational table
with the aim of populating an ontology that could later be exposed and queried
as an SPARQL endpoint.
Christodoulou et al. [18] make the case that structural summaries over linked-
data sources can inform query formulation and provide support for data integra-
tion and query processing over multiple linked-data sources. To fulfil this aim,
they propose an approach that builds on a hierarchical clustering algorithm for
inferring structural summaries over linked-data sources. Thus, their approach
takes as input an RDF repository and then reverse engineers an ontology us-
ing clustering techniques to detect prospective classes. In contrast, we take a
database and the user proposes SQL queries to express subconcepts intension-
ally; when the SQL queries are executed, the fillers of the concept populate
the ontology building an extensional de facto definition of the concept. In that
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regard, the work of Christodoulou et al. can be considered complementary to
ours.
Barrasa et al. [19] propose R2O, an extensible and declarative language to
describe mappings between relational DB schemas and ontologies implemented
in RDF(S) or OWL. R2O provides an extensible set of primitives with well
defined semantics. This language has been conceived expressive enough to cope
with complex mapping cases arisen from situations of low similarity between the
ontology and the DB models. R2O allows the user to express complex queries
in terms of ontologies in a language that is similar to the relational algebra but
aimed at ontologies. Therefore, this approach is complementary to ours because
it allows to query the ontology once it is published in OWL format.
6 Conclusions and Future Work
We presented the advances we have made in our framework for performing
ontology-based data access by means of performing a materialization approach.
Our implementation is JAVA-based and relies on a H2 database management sys-
tem and a JAVA library called OWL-API for accessing and querying databases
and maintaining an OWL database in main memory, respectively. We presented
several enhancements that we have made to the previous iteration of our proto-
type implementation, which now includes a visual mapping specification func-
tionality and allows to maintain a global database that can be either created
from scratch or loaded from disk, modified and later saved again to disk. From
the experimental evaluation to which we subjected our system, we conclude that
our application is able to handle a moderate workload of a table of tens of thou-
sands of records but fails to handle table of the order of millions of records. In
this regard, we think that we will be forced to use query-rewriting techniques
for delegating the evaluation of queries to the database management system in-
stead of the ontology management library. Part of our current research efforts
are aimed in this direction. Other form of improvement lies in the possibility
of addressing the federation of databases for performing integration of multiple
heterogeneous data sources.
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